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Digital broadcasting 

rights deal between 

Twitch and Activision 

Blizzard for the first two 

years of the Overwatch 

League
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Foreword

JURRE PANNEKEET

Sr. Market Analyst

of esports viewers across 10 

countries expect to spend 

more money on esports-

streaming subscriptions or 

one-off payments in the 

coming 12 months. 
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The global sports media rights business is valued at more

than $40 billion this year, representing 25% of professional

sports revenues. Esports, consisting of more than a

thousand individual leagues, events, and championships, is

expected to generate close to $100 million in media rights

deals this year and $400 million in 2021. The share of

esports revenues related to the trade in content rights will

grow from 18% this year to 24% in 2021, making it the

fastest-growing revenue stream in the esports ecosystem.

One of the youngest sports leagues to gain mainstream

acceptance, the UFC, shares some historical similarities

with esports and could point us to the future of esports

media rights and content distribution.

Like esports, the UFC was long considered not a “serious”

or mainstream league by many. It struggled to find content

buyers and nearly went bankrupt in 2001. However, direct

advertising and sponsorship deals helped boost its

popularity over time, leading to a media rights deal with

FOX for $120 million per year in 2011. And, just this year, the

UFC more than doubled its rate to sign a contract with

ESPN for $300 million per year for five years.

More than ever, content is king and the battle for premium,

exclusive content has helped drive up media rights values

across the board. The explosive growth of investments into

content by the world’s biggest tech giants has made

content rights trade an even more competitive and global

battleground. Facebook spent almost $300 million securing

live Premiership broadcasting rights in four Southeast Asian

countries and exclusive La Liga distribution rights in India,

outbidding traditional broadcasters in the process.

With Disney-Fox and ATT-Warner mergers complete, we

expect to see further evolution in content monetization and

direct-to-consumer distribution, as rights holders attempt

to maximize the value of their properties. With nearly all

traditional sports leagues content tied up in contracts for

the next few years, esports leagues provide a very welcome

new opportunity.

Our subscribers increasingly involve us in evaluating the

media rights value and long-term revenue potential of

individual leagues and events. Another focus of our work

and this whitepaper is using new (game-)mechanics to

increase direct fan revenue for both sports and esports

content buyers.
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Spent by Facebook on 

the streaming rights of 

the English Premier 

League in Thailand, 

Vietnam, Cambodia and 

Laos for three years.
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Global media rights spend plus share of total esports revenues | 2017-2021

Source: 2018 Global Esports Market Report 

newzoo.com/esportsreport

Total Revenues

(Media Rights, Advertising, Sponsorship, 

Merchandise & Tickets, Game Publisher Fees)

Media Rights Revenues

©2018 Newzoo

$655
MILLION

2018 20212017

$1650
MILLION

$906
MILLION

$93
MILLION

$161
MILLION

$396
MILLION

CAGR
2016-2021

+27.4%

TOTAL 

REVENUES

of revenues in the esports 

economy in 2021 will come 

from media rights deals –

up from 14% in 2017

CAGR
2016-2021

MEDIA RIGHTS

+49.8% Media rights revenue CAGR 

(2016-2021), compared to 

+27.4% for the entire 

esports economy

14%

18%

24%

of total

of total

of total
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Global media rights & advertising spend per region | 2018

of media rights revenues are 

generated in North America. The 

North American market is leading in 

signing content deals for major 

leagues and tournaments, such as 

the Overwatch League, NA LCS, and 

ELEAGUE. The ingrained sports 

culture, big U.S.-based media 

companies, and the high value of 

North American fans for advertisers 

are major drivers of the region’s high 

share of revenues.

North 

America

Western

Europe

China Eastern 

Europe

Other

44%

17%
14%

12%
13%

MEDIA RIGHTS REVENUES IN 2018

Split per region

$161M
Total revenues
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Source: 2018 Global Esports Market Report 

newzoo.com/esportsreport

Chinese streaming platform Huya

bought exclusive Chinese 

broadcasting rights for the League 

of Legends Champions KOREA. 
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Top and mid-tier tournament content deals

Overwatch League
AB Groupe (French-speaking 

regions), The Walt Disney Company 

(U.S.). Twitch – digital exclusive.

ESL Pro League – CS:GO
Facebook – exclusive.

Rainbow Six: Siege Pro League
Twitch, YouTube Gaming, Facebook, 

and others – non-exclusive.

The Mid-Season Invitational 2018
Twitch, PandaTV, Zhanqi, YouTube 

Gaming, AfreecaTV, Huya, Douyu, 

Garena Live, and ESPN+ – non-exclusive.

Global Starcraft League
AfreecaTV, Twitch, StarLadder, and 

others – non-exclusive.

HotS Global Championship
Twitch – exclusive.

Dreamhack Summer 2018
Twitch – exclusive.

NA LCS
ESPN – TV exclusive. Twitch, YouTube 

Gaming, and others – non-exclusive.

ELEAGUE Major: Boston 2018
TBS – TV exclusive.

Twitch – digital exclusive.

CS Summit 2 & 3
Twitch - exclusive.

ESL One
Facebook - exclusive.

IEM Katowice Season XII
Twitch and Facebook – non-exclusive.
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One of the biggest content deals in esports history

From the very beginning, the Overwatch League was set up with media rights in 

mind, taking many cues from traditional American sports leagues for its structure. 

Twitch recognized the league’s potential and paid a reported $45 million per year 

for the exclusive digital broadcasting rights in English, French, and Korean. The 

two-year deal speaks volumes for the growth of content rights within esports. The 

league further struck a deal with Twitter to post highlight video’s during live 

matches on the platform.

The Overwatch League’s first season was a success, accumulating 85 million hours 

watched. During the opening day broadcast, the league’s main Twitch channel 

boasted 377K peak concurrent viewers, which is higher than the peak on League of 

Legends’s main channel this year so far (326,000 concurrent viewers).

In addition to its exclusive digital rights deal, the Overwatch League also sold its linear 

TV rights. The Walt Disney Company bought the rights in a multi-year deal, bringing 

the league’s matches to the Disney, ESPN, and ABC family of networks—including a 

live broadcast via the ESPN and DisneyNOW apps. This highlights how digital and 

linear media rights deals can co-exist, with each appealing to different audiences. 

TV viewership was relatively high, drawing in similar numbers to the U.S.’ other 

televised esports content. In terms of audience reached, the highlights recap on ABC 

performed best. AB Groupe acquired the TV rights in French-speaking regions.

DIGITAL: TWITCH AND TWITTER

LINEAR: WALT DISNEY GROUP AND AB GROUPE CHANNEL RATINGS1

Disney XD 127,000 

ESPN 215,280 

ESPN2 59,800 

ABC 358,800 

hours watched 

on Twitch

1 Source: Nielsen TV Ratings

peak concurrent 

viewers on Twitch
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The deal attracted viewers to a new streaming platform, moving seamlessly from Twitch

Following its 2014 launch, MOBA game Smite has steadily built up a successful 

esports scene with a loyal community. Previously, the game was broadcast via 

Twitch; however, Microsoft-owned streaming platform Mixer acquired the 

exclusive broadcasting rights for the Smite Pro League (SPL) and Smite 

Console Series in February of this year. Twitch’s concurrent viewership for the 

SPL Fall 2017 Split was similar to that of the Mixer-exclusive Spring 2018 Split, 

and total hours watched increased from 900K to 1.3 million. This shows that it 

is possible for viewers to seamlessly transition from one streaming platform to 

another. 

This deal between Hi-Rez Studios and Microsoft’s Mixer also demonstrates how 

emerging streaming platforms can invest in esports tournaments to draw in 

new audiences. In some cases, investing in content rights for games like Smite, 

which have niche but loyal communities, is a better strategy than buying rights 

for popular top-tier tournaments. Viewers of games such as Smite tend to be 

platform agnostic, so viewership on one platform provides a good indication 

for viewership on another. 

SMITE PRO LEAGUE FALL 2017

SMITE PRO LEAGUE SPRING 2018

12

SMITE FANS PROVED TO BE PLATFORM-AGNOSTIC

hours watched 

on Twitch

average concurruent 

viewers on Twitch

hours watched 

on Mixer

average concurruent 

viewers on Mixer
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The first successful move into esports by a traditional broadcaster

In 2015, Turner announced its first major esports initiative with ELEAGUE, 

marking the first time a traditional broadcaster made a big move into the esports 

industry. ELEAGUE Season 1 was launched in 2016, featuring 24 international 

Counter-Strike: Global Offensive (CS:GO) teams competing in a 10-week-long 

season. It was simultaneously broadcast via TBS, Twitch, and YouTube Gaming. 

Since season 1’s launch, ELEAGUE attracted an average of 250,000 viewers per 

broadcast to its esports programming on TBS. Needless to say, the deal was a 

success for Turner; the traditional media outlet reached core esports enthusiasts 

and expanded esports’ reach to a more mainstream crowd. 

THE HISTORY OF TURNER & ELEAGUE

*on linear TV in the U.S. alone.

viewers on Twitch watched the 

all-American 2018 Boston Major 

final between Cloud 9 and FaZe

Clan, bringing Counter-Strike on 

the same viewership level as the 

2017 NBA regular season*.

viewers on average per 

ELEAGUE broadcast on TBS.  

TWITCH CAME ON BOARD IN 2018 WITH A JOINT DEAL 

In January 2018, Turner and Twitch signed a multi-year agreement that gave the 

streaming platform exclusive digital broadcasting rights for all ELEAGUE events. 

The ELEAGUE Major, the league’s biggest CS:GO event, generated 50 million 

viewership hours on Twitch in January 2018. TBS’s and Twitch’s programming 

complemented each other; matches were broadcasted live on Twitch, with TBS 

offering the complementary weekly feature series “Road to Boston Major”, which 

was aired on Fridays at 10:00 p.m. ET/PT.

13

THE ELEAGUE
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Successfully combining esports and traditional sports

Another way of increasing esports viewership is to schedule matches around 

immensely popular events like the FIFA World Cup, a strategy that can create 

synergy for content buyers. This year’s FIFA eWorld Cup (formerly known as 

the FIFA Interactive World Cup) for example, tied in heavily with the regular 

FIFA World Cup in Russia. The eWorld Cup saw 32 players, who had all 

qualified for the event through the EA SPORTS FIFA 18 Global Series, compete 

for the grand prize 

The FIFA eWorld Cup was broadcast by 12 digital platforms and 19 national TV 

broadcasters, including Sky Sports in the U.K. and Fox Sports 1 in the U.S. The 

Final was broadcast in more than 100 countries around the world.

Total online viewership hours for the competition were six times higher than 

2017’s edition. Designing the eWorld Cup in a similar format to the regular 

World Cup has clearly paid off for Electronic Arts, which successfully managed 

to entice traditional sports fans to watch esports content. 

THE FIFA EWORLD CUP

EVENT
TOTAL ONLINE 

VIEWERSHIP HOURS

FIFA Interactive

World Cup 2017
180,000

FIFA eWorld Cup 2018 1,119,000

12 digital platforms & 19 national

broadcasters including:

14
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Demographics of active Overwatch players in the U.S. and their esports behavior

17%
11%

39%

13%

13%

4%

1%

2%

30%

70%

*Active players: played the game in the past 3 months

51-65

35-50

21-35

MALE

10-20

FEMALE

51-65

35-50

21-35

10-20

16

have a high income

work full time

watch esports content

Donate money to video or game 

channels or esports broadcasters 

at least once/month

AGE/GENDER OF ACTIVE OVERWATCH PLAYERS*

Source: Newzoo Esports Consumer Insights 2018
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Twitch monetizes viewers by providing premium content with an all-access pass

17

Benefits

• Behind-the-screens footage

• Post-match Q&A with players

• Multi-view streams

• In-game rewards 

With the Overwatch League All-Access Pass, Blizzard and Twitch worked 

together to give fans a premier experience. The $30 pass provided fans 

with exclusive additional content for the Overwatch League on Twitch’s 

platform, as well as in-game content. Additional content for the 

Overwatch League included behind-the-scenes footage, post-match 

Q&A sessions with players, and a multi-view stream featuring several 

camera angles. 

This initiative by Blizzard and Twitch was a pilot of sorts, testing the 

waters to see if fans wanted premium content for a top-tier esports 

league. As top-tier esports content is currently free to access, initiatives 

are looking to increase fan spending on content to improve monetization 

and ROI for content. Premier access to additional content is a smart 

strategy for generating higher revenues per fan for esports content. 
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There is lots of extra content around matches, teams, and players

In esports, shoulder programming is mainly produced by the event organizer. During live 

broadcasts, shoulder content typically takes the form of: pre-recorded show introductions 

with highlights of what is to be expected of the event; presenters and hosts introducing the 

commentators, analysts, teams, and players; pre- and post-match analysis with 

commentators/analysts; live or pre-recorded stakeholder interviews with highlights; pre-

recorded team and player introduction videos; or graphical head-to-head statistics and 

comparisons between players or teams. Although this content is aired during the event, parts 

are typically shared and re-used on social media platforms. 

In addition to shoulder content during live matches, there are many forms of shoulder content 

that are aired when no matches are being played. In general, there is no exclusive right to this 

type of shoulder content in media deals. Therefore, both organizers and third parties (official 

partners or not) create additional content for YouTube, Facebook, and other social networks. 

Event organizers such as ESL offer a wide variety of pre-recorded content, including 

promotional videos and previews, behind-the-scenes features, interviews with players and 

insights into their private lives, player profile videos, celebrations, and highlights. This content 

is typically presented to fans via social media channels. 

PROMO VIDEOS, PREVIEWS, SNEAK PEAKS, ETC.

Match: The International 2017 Movie

Platform: YouTube

Views to date*: 857,000

Channel: NoBottle
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CONTENT DURING LIVE BROADCASTS

views of the League of 

Legends World Championship 

Finals Opening Ceremony on 

YouTube

Example

*28th August. 2018
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Commentators or analysts often participate in shows that review or look ahead to the coming 

week of play (or tournament). These have different formats, including talk shows with guests, 

vlogs, and round-table discussions. In these, more generic topics around the game might also be 

discussed. Examples of shoulder content around the League of Legends scene in this format are 

“The Dive” and “This or That”.

Consumer-generated content can also be found in multiple channels, mostly in the form of 

highlights, funny moments, best-of lists, frag movies, player-focused high-skill shout-outs, fail 

moments, or in-depth analysis of plays. 

Third-party paid content creators and distributors, such as Ginx Esports TV, broadcast first-party 

content (e.g., "Road to The International"), re-purposed first-party content (e.g., the highlights 

show "Esports Rewind“), and original content (e.g., esports news show "Daily Downloads").

YouTube is the platform of choice to broadcast and watch re-runs of esports matches. Countless 

videos of events for which media rights were bought (e.g., ELEAGUE, ESL Pro Series, or 

Overwatch League) are available on the platform, either on the organizer’s channel or third-party 

channels. The examples range from full, single-match videos to 11-hour coverage of the full live 

show, from a couple hundred to several hundred thousand views per video. 

This is an opportunity for advertisers to reach audiences not present during the live broadcast 

but also to reconnect with enthusiasts who watched the live content and are watching the re-run. 

RE-RUNS OF MATCHES

Re runs and reviews are popular forms of content

19

TOURNAMENT REVIEWS, HIGHLIGHTS, OR “WHAT’S NEXT”

views of n0thingTV’s  14-

minute video, Things Pros 

do in Practice Rooms (E-

League S2 vlog)

Match: ELEAGUE Major CS:GO, 

Quarterfinals

Platform: YouTube

Views: 1,228,000

Channel: ELEAGUE

Example
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Premier features will increase direct fan spending on esports content

PERSONALIZED VIEWING

Premium features aimed at improving the 

personal viewing experience are expected to 

be a big driver for spending on esports 

content. Being able to choose which player to 

follow, which camera angle to see during a live 

match, what commentator you hear, or what 

information you get on screen will give fans 

control over their viewing experience, which is 

valuable to them. This also includes being able 

to follow a specific player during battle royale 

tournaments, instead of the directed camera. 

EXCLUSIVE SHOULDER CONTENT

Shoulder content is an important part of the 

viewing experience, both during live-streams 

and when there is no live content being 

broadcasted. Exclusive access to behind-the-

scenes footage, player interviews, or other 

forms of player interaction could be an 

interesting way to monetizing viewers. 

Combining match content on open channels 

and additional shoulder content on paid TV 

channels can also be a way forward for linear 

media.

REMOVE ADVERTISING

Removing advertising around content for 

paying users is a common monetization 

strategy for many digital products to entice 

users to pay. This is already possible on Twitch 

through certain subscriptions, but its 

implementation could be widened to content 

that is being brought to content buyers’ own 

platforms, or to offer a form of other engaging 

content during TV breaks for paying users on 

mobile. 

1 2 3
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Using Newzoo’s market data and custom, expert analysis
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Global Esports Market Report

The basics: keeping you up to date continuously

This must-read report and accompanying data 

sets provide esports audience forecasts, revenue 

streams, movers and shakers, investments, top 

franchises and events, and key trends shaping the 

future of entertainment.

Add-on: media rights valuation & revenue potential 

One of the underlying data-sources is a growing 

database of over 1,200 tiered leagues and events 

that, in combination with our granular revenue 

forecasts allows us to estimate league and event 

media rights value and revenue potential. We 

perform ad-hoc custom media rights analysis for 

our report subscribers (at an additional fee).

1

2

3

Annual PDF Report

Quarterly Updates

A -100 page report that analyses the 

latest trends, developments, and 

market forecasts on a global, 

regional, and local scale. 

Quarterly update (PDF) detailing 

the latest developments in the 

market and any updates to our 

market estimates. 

Access to our online dashboard which 

contains our market estimates on a 

granular level, allowing you to easily 

slice and dice the data. 

Dashboard Access

CONTACT

Karst Kortekaas
Business Development Director

karst@newzoo.com

ANNUAL PRICE

6000 EUR
7500 USD

More at www.newzoo.com/solutions

Subscribe Today



THIS REPORT IS BROUGHT TO YOU BY:

Reed MIDEM’s Esports BAR is the first-of-its-kind networking event dedicated to bringing together esports professionals and

commercial partners in one place to develop esports into the entertainment of the future.

Esports BAR Miami is back to unite the world’s best business minds in esports, actively hunting for new collaboration opportunities.

But wait, there’s more: on top of our 1-to-1 pre-scheduled meetings, Esports BAR Miami will include The Forum, a full-day

programme of educational content, business insights and mentoring sessions.

Join us at the crossroads of the global esports community.

SHARE THIS REPORT ON AND

Contact Esports BAR at:

BARtender@reedmidem.com

Visit Esports BAR at:

www.the-esports-bar.com

https://www.facebook.com/theesportsbar/
https://twitter.com/esports_bar?lang=en
mailto:BARtender@reedmidem.com
https://www.the-esports-bar.com/en/miami.html
http://www.the-esports-bar.com/

